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tips for using our content ideas

 

Firstly, choose the “days” or celebrations that most suit your audience. This is where you need to put

yourself into the shoes of your ideal customer. What might they be interested in outside of your usual

business or core topics of conversation? Perhaps they love technology but crave the outdoors. Maybe they

love camping but a side characteristic of that is that they also love cooking. Just because they signed up to

hear from you about social media tips and business doesn’t mean they are not a lover of red wine.  Get

creative with all of the unique or unusual holidays included in our May content calendar. The posts you’ll

see in here might also make your business more relatable and “human” – especially if you get as excited

about Selfie Day as your customers do! Think about what they like and post about things they are likely to

engage with. 

This is by no means an exhaustive list. It’s impossible for us to list every single day of celebration for May,

but this will get you started for sure! And you can always search for more/extra celebration days to add to

this list.

Check the entries first. Our team double-checks the entries but we would still suggest that you check the

dates for these holidays in your region or country too – you might find some new regional holidays when you

do. Also note that some of the holidays stay the same every year, while others don’t. For example, a day of

celebration might fall on the 1st Friday of the Month, so the actual date will change every year. So it’s

always better to do a quick check before posting. And if you spot an error, please let us know so we can fix

it. These are very dynamic posts, designed to be updated. 

Not all countries are covered. Please note that while Connec+ is proudly Kiwi the holidays in this guide are

from around the world. Many of them are North American Holidays with some from Australia, some

international holidays and others from various countries. Although we endeavour to have holidays from

many areas, this guide would be like a book if we included every country. But if you use the list as a base,

you’ll be off and racing with ideas.

Let’s look at a few top tips and tricks for leveraging your June Content Calendar for best results: 

 

 



join the conversation

 It's June, but not as we know it. New Zealand is

moving through our levels ready for Level 1

freedoms, while the rest of the world is either still

locked down or being effected by a second wave

of COVID-19. Bear that in mind if you have an

international audience and consider changing your

content for the various countries you engage with. 

 

2020 kicked off a new decade with an entirely

new way of life and set of rules for everyone. As

brands planned their strategies, they could not

have predicted the way current events have

quickly swept up global markets and

conversations. From COVID-19 to the Black Lives

Matter movement, brands and social marketers

find themselves making adjustments, big and small,

to their original strategies

But not all is lost nor does it have to be.

Knowledge, empathy, purpose and agility are core

to successful brand positioning right now. Below

we’ve given some topical ideas on how marketers

can reevaluate their planned campaigns and

content, assess evolving customer needs, plan for

the new normal, identify what parts of their

strategy to salvage or scrap.

 

Above all else, be kind to yourself during this time.

Demonstrate the human side of your brand.

Embrace meaningful connections. Keep

communicating and checking in with your peers.

Learn from what you’re doing and what you’ve

done. In the upcoming months, the phrase

“hindsight is 20/20” will have an entirely new

meaning, so move forward and make it count.



2020 will definitely be a year we remember and

while we can’t predict the future, brands can

certainly plan for it. When looking at social

listening data from our COVID-19 Featured Topic

with the keywords “new normal” and “marketing,”

we saw a 3,919% increase in volume from February

to March, indicating that marketers are

increasingly looking for advice on how to adapt to

the current climate.

 

 

Different industries have different challenges, so

there’s no one size fits all solution to how you 

should approach your social strategy. Some

brands, however, have adjusted and adapted,

easing feelings of panic with thoughtful social

content and business strategies. Sprout rounded

up examples and lessons from brands in the B2B,

B2C, non-profit and higher education spaces that

are doing this particularly well, check them out. 

 

Right now, people are

particularly sensitive,

and emotions are

heightened. Evaluate

your content with that 

in mind so well-

intentioned messages

on social don’t come off

as tone-deaf

june

 

Key Hashtags      

#BlackLivesMatter #NationalSelfieDay #SMDay #June #Winter  #wintersolstice #shortestday

#bestfriendday #BFF #matariki #arborday #worldenvironmentday #worldoceanday #queensbirthday

#pride #loveislove #supportlocal #supportsmall

                                                               

 



trends for the month

 Another month where it's hard to know what to

post, your business needs sales but your community

needs love, humour and support. We can't make

that call for you, it's a time for instinct, you will

know what is right for your audience, do that. 

 

So what matters to your followers in June, and

what do you need to publish and plan in the new

world order?

 

 

Support Local

Support Small Business

Black Lives Matter

Matariki 

Pride 

Social Media

 



june is the month for...

 Now it’s super easy for you to celebrate the fun

and important international, national and local

holidays throughout the month with our  Content

Calendar Ideas. 2020 is a year like no other so

remember, it's time to care for your audience. 

 

Do any of these month-long holidays resonate with

your business and audience? Plan a promotion

that could include blog posts, sales, social media

posts, contests and more.

Matariki 

Pride



celebration weeks

for june 2020

These holidays last for a week (ish). If they are

suitable for your business and audience drop them

into your content calendar. As with the month-long

celebration holiday's, look for different aspects

which may resonate with your followers and reflect

your business and plan week long celebrations

across social media platforms and stories.

 

Matariki: Begins 22 June 2020

Men’s Health Week: 10th-16th June

Teach a Kid to Sew Week 3rd week in June



hashtag holidays

for june 2020

The world has changed, but it's still nice to add

some love and humour to your social media

content which hashtag holiday's provide. Keep it

real, and start connecting at a deeper level with

your audience through posting about things that

are important to them, or that make their day! Do

any of these resonate with your customers? Plan

social media content around events that matter to

your ideal clients and reflect who you are as a

business. Remember you can post celebration

days to your stories, it doesn't have to go in your

feed.

 

JUNE 2020

June 1: Queen's Birthday #QueensBirthday

June 3: Running Day #RunningDay

June 4: Hug Your Cat Day #HugYourCatDay

June 5: Arbor Day #ArborDay

June 5: World Environment Day #WorldEnvironmentDay

June 5: Doughnut Day #DoughnuttDay

June 7: Cancer Survivors Day #CancerSurvivorsDay

June 8: World Oceans Day #SaveOurOceans

June 8: Best Friends Day #BestFriendsDay

June 9: Donald Duck Day #DonaldDuckDay

June 11: Make Life Beautiful Day #MakeLifeBeautifulDay

June 15: Global wind day #GlobalWindDay

June 19: Juneteenth #Juneteenth

June 21: Selfie Day #SelfieDay

June 21: International Yoga Day #InternationalYogaDay

June 22: Matariki #Matariki

June 26: Take Your Dog To Work Day #TakeYourDogToWorkDay

June 27: PTSD Awareness Day #PTSDAwarenessDay

June 29: Camera Day #lCameraDay

June 30: Social Media Day #SocialMediaDay #SMDay

 

So much content, so little time to plan it.



monthly goals

for your social media in 2020

january
REV IEW

february
BRAND

march
PERSONA

april
CALENDAR

july
HASHTAGS

october
TRAFF IC

may
TONE

august
COMMUNITY

november
AUTOMATE

june
CURATE

september
STOR IES

december
PLAN



Consistent subject matter

Consistent lighting

Consistent color palette

Consistent mood and style

It's all about the 'gram this month, but we've included some resources on all the

platforms so you can curate your content by platform. But essentially when we

are talking curating, the most important platform for this is Instagram. On

Instagram, in order to grow your following, your Instagram feed needs to be

cohesive. It needs to make sense. People need to know what sort of content to

expect in their news feed if they choose to follow you. A curated Instagram

feed features...

So what exactly does it take to create a killer Instagram feed? Aside from posting consistently, sharing high-

quality pics, hashtagging yourself silly and engaging with your audience, it also requires a strategically

cohesive look and feel. A consistent, one-of-a-kind feed will allow your audience to feel more connected to

your brand message, and thus engage with not just your feed, but your products and services. 

 

So – how do you build an army of loyal double tappers . Buckle up, it’s time to up your Insta game.

june

CURATE



june

CURATE

1. Know your vibe

The key to creating a cohesive feed is understanding and embodying the aesthetic and feel you’re going for.

Your overall image needs to reflect your business positively and accurately.Whilst curating images that speak

to your brand, ensure that the message is crystal clear and 100 per cent consistent. If your concept is visually

clear, it helps people to understand and relate to your brand and its story. Even if you just snapped a winning

photo of your bambino rocking lipstick she found in your handbag, if it’s completely off-brand, DON’T GRAM

IT.

 

2. Method to the madness

As your mother used to say, “fail to plan and you plan to fail”. Taking time to plan your Instagram content will

save you in the long run and ensure your feed is unified and well executed. Long gone are the days when

Instagram was actually ‘instant’; these days, it’s all about scheduling programs,. A lot of successful

Instagrammers will dedicate one or two days a week to create and curate their content, scheduling it to post

throughout the week. This allows you to spend time crafting a killer feed, making managing your account

throughout the week a breeze.

 

3. Original content is king

It’s a known fact that any man and his dog can rip photos off Pinterest or the internet – well, maybe

not any man. The simple act of creating your own content and producing original, unique images will set you

apart. Of course, this is not always 100 per cent feasible. Even at Smack Bang, with a team of 14 creatives, a

great camera, endless editing skills and an epic studio, we still find it hard to prioritise the time to create

enough original content to completely fill our feed. We’re all about finding the balance between found

imagery and real-life snaps and always aim for about 70 per cent original content. One thing that’s for sure,

though, whether you’re posting original or ’regrammed content, it’s all about quality over quantity.

 

4. Easy on the eyes

One thing all of the best Instagram accounts have in common is that they have an incredibly cemented

aesthetic that weaves through all of their photos. Once you’ve nailed down your brand look and feel, stick to

it like liquid nails. It might be hard to resist the urge to post the best freaking photo you’ve ever taken, but if

it’s not quite in line with your aesthetic, keep resisting. Consistency is key. Studies have shown that images

with plenty of negative space and single dominant colours receive the most likes – it’s no surprise that the

absence of chaos helps the viewer to focus and feel relaxed. Clean, crisp images that are in focus and taken

in the right light also score well.

 

5. Talk the talk

Language is a circus of delight, and with your words you can entertain, inform, enlighten or fall flat on your

face. Captions are a huge part of how your followers engage with you. A picture may speak a thousand

words, but your words and language further illustrate to tell the story. And that’s exactly what your caption

should be doing: telling the story. Nailing your brand voice and communicating in a consistent manner to your

audience will bring you one step closer to greatness. There are many differing opinions on the subject of

caption-length. Some ’gram greats will tell you to use up all 2,000 characters and really give your life story

away. I’m not one of those. I’m 100 per cent down with this dude named William Shakespeare who believed,

“Brevity is the soul of wit”.



june

CURATE

6. Editor-in-chief

To help you curate Instagram and have your feed flow nicely, you should have a consistent approach to

editing your photos. Again, this needs to tie back to your brand aesthetic – does your brand prefer rich,

saturated colour? Or grainy, rustic vibes? At Smack Bang, we tend to shift more towards the brighter edits,

focusing on whites and fresh lights. Getting into a rhythm of editing your photos consistently, your audience

will feel more connected to your feed and get to know your vibe. If it isn’t already, VSCO will be your new

editing BFF – it’s superhero capabilities of turning a seriously average photo into a regrammable masterpiece

continues to amaze me.

 

7. Perspective is everything

Every time you post a photo it’s important to consider how that one photo will look as part of your entire Insta

feed. Afterall, it’s the little things actually add up to be big things. Regardless of how many killer photos you

upload, if they don’t fit together and tell a story, your feed will look cluttered and unprofessional. Take a step

back, and look at your Instagram feed as a whole – how do all of your photos sit together?

 

8. Get Insta-active

If you’re going to be a business on Instagram, then you have got to be a business ON Instagram, pretty darn

frequently. I don’t mean in the slutty spam-bot kinda way, I simply mean getting social on social media –

crazy, huh? Most people forget that social media is in fact social. Many use it to either shout their name at

any passer-by, or just sit creepily behind the curtains and watch the world go by.

 

No-one wants to engage with an account that feels sterile or too cool for school. Find some accounts that

you feel aligned with, engage with them and get to know them – I’m the first to admit that I’ve met some

pretty amazing real life friends through the old ’gram

DOWNLOAD SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM DEMOGRAPHICS

DOWNLOAD INSTAGRAM ENGAGEMENT REPORT

https://connectplus.nz/blogs/toolkits/social-media-demographics-to-drive-your-brand-s-online-presence
https://connectplus.nz/blogs/whitepapers/instagram-engagement-report-2019-what-you-need-to-know

